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Francis Muschamp (act. 1865-1881) Oil On Canvas Natural Landscape 19th Century

Price : 2200 €

Signature : Francis Muschamp (act. 1865-1881)
Period : 19th century
Condition : Parfait état
Material : Huile sur toile - cadre sculpté et doré
Width : encadrÃ© cm. 65
Height : encadrÃ© cm. 85
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Description

Dealer

We present this oil on canvas by the landscape

Antica Roma Anticuario

painter Francis Muschamp active from 1865 to

Only singular antiquities

1881, father of the painter Francis Sydney

Tel : +34 665372671

Muschamp, signed and completely restored.

Mobile : +34 665372671 aussi Whats' App

It is signed in the lower left corner, coeval and
original.

Calle Real n. 7
Toledo 45002

The landscape is created by applying thicker
layers and kneaded in the rocks and smoother in
the sky or in the water, obtaining a very
spontaneous effect and capturing nature in an
instant with a very dynamic perspective.
The painting is very rich in colors, the view of a
small river with waterfalls in the background, the
perspective immediately brings us to the center of

the image where the painter played a lot with the
sunlight and the reflection of the blue sky
reflected in the water , sneaking sneak into the
vertical space of the trees where we can admire
his dexterity in the details of the branches and
leaves.
Looking at the painting from top to bottom, it
first transmits the tranquility of the sky, the
branches of the trees and the leaves like a curtain
for the rapid descent of the water from the
waterfalls, finally transmitting calm and beauty
nature among the rocks, the water and birds as if
it were a bed to rest your eyes.
A quality painting, full of colors and that conveys
freshness.
Cleaning and restoration by Mrs. Eva Moreno
Serrano, graduated from the University of Seville
- Faculty of Fine Arts Santa Isabel of Hungary
with specialization in Conservation and
Restoration of Paintings and Sculptures, Master
in Creation and Communication Cultural Projects
of the Chamber of Toledo Trade and European
Master in Art, Culture, Conservation and
Management of Cultural Heritage.
The paint is in excellent condition, with no
scratches or paint leaks.
A technical restoration report is published,
detailed with photos, state of conservation before
and after restoration.
Delivery in Portugal, France, Italy, Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria
included in the price.
Delivery in a wooden case.
For more photos and information: do not hesitate
to contact me.
Take a look at our social media profiles to read

customer reviews and view our shipping
packaging
We admit offers
NicolÃ² Di Giuseppe
Whats App +34 665372671
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